"EVERYTHING IN YOUR LIFE IS A REFLECTION OF A CHOICE YOU HAVE MADE, IF YOU WANT A DIFFERENT RESULT MAKE A CORRECT CHOICE"

Tejal Meharwal

I am honored and humbled while speaking about My Department and College.

I am a Mumbai native. I Postgraduated from MES Abasaheb Garware College of Science and Arts with Master's Degree in the year '2017-2019'. I made a correct decision by choosing 'Department of Physics' of this College. The purpose of the Physics department is to Faster a spirit of learning and promote the welfare of students by monitoring them intellectually and normally.

This Department has good Modern Laboratory and Research lab facilities containing general apparatus used in determining measurements, calibration, analyzer instruments, computing equipment and software analysis of variations and precision. The department also has various Heating elements, Laser apparatus, Materials processing and Testing, Thin film equipment etc. I realized how useful all these equipment while doing my Lab Course and Project.

This department boast a faculty of inspiring Teachers and creative students. The faculty in the Department of Physics strongly believes that desire maybe the key to motivation, but it is determination and commitments to understanding pursuit of our goals and excellence that enable us to attain success. The primary aim of the department is to provide high quality learning in Physics, grooming bright Undergraduates, Postgraduates and research students as well who will push frontiers of knowledge in physics and its related disciplines through scholarly activities.

"Resonance" is our departmental festival organized by students in which there are various competitions where teachers and students participate together. It is a four day fest. It’s fun during fest when we all come together for hoardings advertising with a spate of posters. This festival has become
better and bigger every year with increased students participation, dedication and with all the brainstorming. It is not only about the organizers who give and take equally from College festivals. Students who actively participate in this festival get a better platform to showcase talent.

The years I spent at this College have been most memorable. The sincere and dedicated academic and non-academic staff members of the department are the pillars of this College. The students of this department are offered high quality education, with special care being extended to the students hailing from socially and economically weaker sections of the society. I was really lucky that I was a part of this department.